[Formation of a defensive conditioned reflex to an acoustic stimulus in rabbits after early visual deprivation].
The formation of a defensive conditioned reflex to sound has been studied in rabbits raised from birth up to 30 days of life in dark. It was shown that, as compared with control animals of the same age, elaboration of reflex to sound takes place in them in shorter times periods and with less pairings. This corresponds to changes in electrographic manifestations of conditioning: increased amplitude and reduced peak latency of evoked potentials to acoustic stimuli in the auditory and sensorimotor cortical zones. The data obtained testify to enahcned functional activity of the auditory cortex, apparently due to a compensatory enhancement of impulse activity coming from the intact receptors of the auditory apparatus. It has been assumed that the observed functional changes appearing in the cortical end of the signal analyser (auditory zone); in response to sound, following visual deprivation, are a consequence of an early nature training of synaptic structures with regard to perceptionof impulses of acoustic modality.